So Much to Do!

All of the activities below must be done today (Wednesday). Read over the list and decide how you will get everything done. Identify how long it will take you to do each item, and rank them in order of priority – which you will do first, second and so forth. On the back of this worksheet, list some of the things you thought about that helped you make these decisions.

1. _____ Email your BI 103 professor to set up a time to meet and talk about your last test grade.
2. _____ Call your uncle and wish him a happy 50th birthday. He lives on the east coast and you have to account for the time difference.
3. _____ Take back the three movies/video games you rented that are a week overdue.
4. _____ Watch the season premiere of your favorite TV show (it’s an hour long show). It airs at 9 pm.
5. _____ Leave a note for your housemate to clean up all of her dishes in the kitchen and take out the recycling – you’ve been doing it for weeks and it’s her turn.
6. _____ Go to Student Health Services and get a flu shot – today is the last day that they’re available.
7. _____ Pick up your paycheck at UHDS and take it downtown to the bank to deposit it (the ATM on campus is broken).
8. _____ Call the new love interest in your life and ask about going to the party this weekend before someone else does.
9. _____ Visit the writing center to get your paper critiqued before it’s due on Friday.
10. _____ Read two chapters of your history textbook for the quiz on Thursday.
11. _____ Quiz yourself on the history chapters so you’re ready for the quiz Thursday.
12. _____ Write a rough draft of the essay due in your women studies class next Monday
13. _____ Schedule a meeting with your advisor to schedule a time to meet and talk about fall classes and summer internship opportunities.
14. _____ Go to your Intramural basketball team practice at 6 pm.